Abstract-Power system inertia is falling as more energy is supplied by renewable generators, and there are concerns about the frequency controls required to guarantee satisfactory system performance. The majority of research into the negative effect of low inertia has focused on poor dynamic response following major disturbances, when the transient frequency dip can become unacceptable. However, another important practical concern-keeping average frequency deviations within acceptable limits-was mainly out of the sight of the research community. In this manuscript, we present a method for finding the frequency probability density function (PDF) for a given power system. We pass from an initial stochastic dynamic model to deterministic equations for the frequency PDF, which are analyzed to uncover key system parameters influencing frequency deviations. We show that system inertia has little effect on the frequency PDF, making virtual inertia services insufficient for keeping frequency close to nominal under ambient load fluctuations. We establish that aggregate system droop and deadband width are the only parameters that have major influence on the average frequency deviations, suggesting that energy storage might be an excellent solution for tight frequency regulation. We also show that changing the governor deadband width does not significantly affect generator movement.
deviates rapidly from the nominal, triggering all generators participating in primary response to quickly readjust their output and restore the power balance. However, even during pre-fault operation, frequency can drift from its nominal value due to stochastic load fluctuations, and generators participating in frequency control constantly readjust their power output in response. The ability of the system to keep frequency within certain limits the majority of the time is one of the major performance characteristics of a power system.
A number of metrics exist to assess frequency regulation adequacy; one of the most cited sets of metrics is related to transient frequency response following a contingency [2] . The main performance indices considered are the rate of change of frequency (ROCOF), the frequency nadir -the maximum frequency drop following a contingency -and a quasi-steady state frequency deviation [3] , [4] . The three major system parameters which affect these indices are: overall system inertia, effective droop coefficient, and governor/turbine delays. The system inertia is by far the most discussed parameter in research literature due to the fact that, unlike the droop response, it can not be manually tuned; instead, it is determined by the amount of rotating mass that is synchronously coupled to the system.
Overall system inertia is considered to be one of the major factors affecting both ROCOF and frequency nadir during a transient [3] , [5] , [6] , and decreasing system inertia is one of the main parameters limiting further increases in renewable penetration [7] , [8] . Numerous papers are dedicated to renewable energy resources participating in frequency control, mostly focusing on wind turbines interfaced with doubly fed induction machines [9] [10] [11] . Such a synthetic inertial and droop response, however, requires continuous operation of the renewable generator below the maximum power point, which constitutes a non-zero cost of such services.
Transient frequency response following major disturbances is not the only metrics that should be considered when assessing frequency regulation adequacy. The system should also be able to keep the average frequency deviation over extended periods of time within certain limits. Thus, the so-called Control Performance Standards (CPS1 and CPS2) [12] issued by NERC in late 90 s imposed a limit on a root mean square (RMS) frequency deviation over a one year period; a detailed description, with particular target values, can be found in [13] . While the influence of frequency control settings and power systems parameters on the transient frequency response has been extensively studied, there is still little research available on how those settings affect the RMS frequency deviation. One of the reasons is that dynamic equations with stochastic terms should be considered in order to analyze the average frequency deviations. Moreover, unlike for transient frequency response, where a single dynamic simulation can provide enough data, multiple simulations or a single simulation over an extended period of time are required to get statistically valid results.
A comprehensive framework for modelling power system dynamics with stochastic perturbations represented by an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process was developed in [14] . The method was then applied to perform a number of simulations for transient stability assessment. In a later publication [15] the authors offered a method for obtaining the noise parameters of the load using micro-PMU (Phasor Measurement Unit) measurement data. In [16] a direct simulation based on stochastic model was performed to study the frequency probability distribution function and the results were compared to real-life data for Irish power system. In a recent study [17] power system response to random ambient fluctuations, which can be obtained from PMU data, was used to estimate the dynamic frequency response at different buses following a localized disturbance. Finally, the series of works [18] [19] [20] presented a study of the compliance of Texas power system (ERCOT) automatic generation control settings to NERC CPS standards.
Instead of running lengthy numerical simulations, one can derive an explicit equation for the probability density function (PDF) of system frequency. Under the assumption, that the underlying load fluctuations can be modelled as white noise, the derivation is straightforward and leads to the, so-called, Fokker-Planck equation. Such an approach was used in [21] for probabilistic assessment of power system transient stability. While the use of Fokker-Planck equation requires certain assumptions about the noise type, it allows one to explicitly find the probability distribution functions for different system states bypassing the need for lengthy direct numerical simulations. Thus, in [22] the performance of different primary frequency control methods in the presence of random load fluctuations and measurement noise was analyzed by calculating RMS frequency deviation. Moreover, for linear system representation, a semi-analytic solution is available which allows for explicit analysis of the influence of different system parameters on the probability distribution functions of it's states. In an early paper [23] statistical analysis was performed to compare CPS1 and CPS2 standards assuming Gaussian form for probability distribution function of frequency.
In this manuscript we apply the Fokker-Planck equation to study probability density functions of frequency deviations in power systems. We explicitly study the influence of inertia, droop coefficients, secondary frequency control settings, turbine time-constant and governor deadbands on the distribution function of frequency deviations. Based on our analysis we make predictions on how the frequency deviations will change in future systems with more renewable generation, and suggest possible ways of improving the performance of frequency control.
The main contributions of the present manuscript are as follows:
1) A Fokker-Planck equation for the frequency PDF is derived and explicitly solved. The influence of system parameters on the frequency PDF is explicitly established and analyzed. 2) Inertia is shown to have little effect on the RMS frequency deviation, contrary to it's role in transient frequency response to contingencies. 3) We demonstrate the effect of governor deadbands, showing that simultaneous decrease in deadbands across the whole system reduced the RMS frequency deviation without leading to significantly higher generator wear-andtear.
II. MODELING APPROACH
In this section and Section III we describe our general approach to studying the long-term frequency distribution in power systems. Our main purpose is to establish a model that enables the study of how different system parameters and control settings affect the long-term frequency distribution. We start from the general dynamic model with stochastic perturbations, which is then used to derive an equation for the frequency deviations probability density function (PDF). We initially consider a power system with the vector of its states denoted as x(t) (with N dimensions), for which we write the set of dynamic equations in a general form:
here μ(x, t) represents the deterministic part of the power system dynamics, and is usually referred to as the drift term (in general it is a non-linear function of state vector x with explicit dependence on time). Stochastic perturbations are characterized by the diffusion term Bξ(t) where B is an N × M matrix and ξ(t) is the M -dimensional vector of white noise (which can be defined as the time derivative of the M -dimensional Wiener process) with the following properties:
where δ ik is the Kronecker delta and δ(t) is the Dirac deltafunction. One can directly simulate the dynamics caused by the system (1) (this system in an even more general form was also reported in [14] and [16] ) with some generated white noise signal and then infer the distribution function for the system states from the results of these simulations. However, large, computationally intensive simulations would be needed to obtain a sufficiently smooth distribution functions. Moreover, such a direct numerical method will provide limited insight into the system. As an illustration, Fig. 1 provides a histogram for frequency deviations in the Great Britain (GB) power system for two separate days -the source is 1 s resolution frequency measurements data available from National Grid [24] . It is evident that on a one-day horizon frequency deviations do not provide statistically reliable picture -the two histograms in Fig. 1 are very different. On the other hand, averaging over one-month period is sufficient, which is illustrated by the Fig. 2 where the histograms of frequency deviations for two different months look almost identical. A natural way of dealing with the shortcomings of direct numerical simulations is to consider probability density function (PDF) F(x, t) for system states. Under the assumption that the noise in (1) is white, it is possible to write a deterministic equation for the PDF. Following standard rules one can derive the Fokker-Planck equation for F(x, t) [25] :
where ∇ is the Nabla-operator over the space of system states and D is the diffusion matrix defined as D = BB T /2. Solution of equation (3) provides a PDF of all system states x as a function of time. For finding probability density of a certain state over a long period of time, a stationery form of equation (3) with zero left-hand side can be used:
In the present manuscript we are interested in the statistical behaviour of frequency deviations on the timescales of months (eg. Fig. 2 ), therefore equation (4) will be used throughout the manuscript. Both equations (3) and (4) are in general non-linear and solving them for a large system can be very difficult. However, both these equation can be efficiently solved for a system of arbitrary size in a very important case when the drift term μ(x, t) can be represented as linear function of system states x with some constant state matrix A. In this case the corresponding dynamic equations (1) reduce to:
If the dynamic system (5) is stable (which we assume, as we are investigating the pre-fault frequency distributions) then the stationery equation (4) has solution of the form [25] :
where the co-variance matrix C is symmetric positive definite and satisfies the following equation:
This matrix equation can be solved numerically for a system of arbitrary dimensions. For the systems with smaller number of states an analytic solution is possible.
It is true that, in general, the dynamics of a power system is non-linear. However, linear approximation can be effectively used if the magnitudes of perturbations are small. As is seen from the Fig. 2 , most of the time frequency fluctuations are within ±100 mHz, which is around 0.2% of the nominal value. Since in this study we are interested in frequency statistical properties, rather than separate large-deviation events, it is justified to start form a linearized dynamic model, since it provides an insight into the problem. Therefore, in Section III we will assume linear frequency dynamics, validation of our findings on fully nonlinear models will be performed in Section IV.
III. SOLUTION OF FOKKER-PLANCK EQUATION
In this section we provide a detailed analysis of the solution of the Fokker-Planck equation for different system models -we explicitly consider the effects of inertia, turbine time-constant, secondary control and deadbands. We establish the main parameters affecting the frequency deviations and provide references to possible practical outcomes of our findings.
To study frequency fluctuations, we will consider only the dynamics of the center of inertia (COI) of a power system, which is justified by the fact that frequency dynamics timescales (starting at several seconds) are much larger than the timescales of inter-area modes as well as dynamic phenomena associated with high-order generator models [26] . The adequacy of this single area (or single bus) model for frequency dynamics representation was confirmed by numerous studies (for eg. [6] , [27] , [28] ). In Section IV we will perform the validation on a bigger system.
A. Basic Model
We start from a simple model, in which a power system with only primary frequency control is considered: governor deadbands, turbine time-constants and secondary frequency control are assumed to be absent in this initial model. We assumed that the load stochastic dynamics can be represented as an OrnsteinUhlenbeck Process (OUP) [14] , [16] , [29] , [30] . Under these assumptions the system dynamic equations are:
where we used the following denotations: H -is the system aggregate inertia time constant, u -per unit frequency deviation from the nominal (i.e. u(t) = (ω(t) − ω 0 )/ω 0 ), α = 1/R -is the inverse aggregate dimensionless droop coefficient of the system (including both generator response and load sensitivity to frequency), p -per unit load deviation from the base value, τ p is the load fluctuations mean reversal time and b is the noise amplitude. Instead of b it is more convenient to use the, so-called,
. The stationary Fokker-Planck equation for the combined frequency and power probability density function F(u, p) corresponding to the stochastic system (8) can be derived using (4):
This equation can be explicitly solved to provide a normal distribution for F(u, p):
with variances κ 2 and χ 2 given by:
Function F(u, p) in (10) gives the simultaneous probability density for frequency and load deviations u and p. The probability density function for frequency only -F (u) -can be found from F(u, p) by means of integration over p:
Performing integration of (10) over all values of p we find:
with the following closed-form expression for frequency standard deviation:
The value of this solution is that it allows one to calculate the RMS frequency deviation, provided parameters of the power system are known. In practice, the aggregate inertia H and inverse droop α are readily available; conversely, both load mean reversal time τ p and diffusion coefficient D are difficult to measure directly. However, one can use the formula (14) to predict the effect of the change in inertia and/or aggregate droop on the frequency deviations provided the loading conditions do not change significantly. The denominator of expression (14) can be further simplified by considering realistic estimations for the system parameters: [6] , [31] , while α -the inverse droop -is typically in the interval of ∼ 10-20 depending on the number of units directly participating in primary response [32] . Therefore, the inertial term in the denominator of (14) is small if the load mean reversal time τ p is significantly greater than ∼ 1 s. Different estimations for τ p are cited in literature [14] [15] [16] , most of them being well above 1 s. An approximate estimation for the lower bound on τ p can be inferred from considering an average duration of either low or high frequency events from historical data. Thus, an average duration of about ∼ 30 s was cited for US Eastern Interconnection in [33] , and a similar value was obtained in [34] from analysis of the GB system data. Therefore, in the following we will assume that condition ατ p H is satisfied. Under this assumption the expression (14) can be further simplified:
In this form, the RMS frequency deviation appears to be independent of the system inertia. Another way of stating this fact is to calculate the sensitivity of the frequency standard deviation to changes in the inertia value, given by the formula:
Differentiating equation (14) we find that ν H = −0.19 mHz/s (for the values of power system parameters from Table I ).This means that the change of the system inertia constant by 1 s leads to the change of RMS frequency deviation only by 0.19 mHz in the opposite direction. To avoid confusion, we once again emphasize that we are only considering the frequency fluctuations under the ambient load perturbations. In the case of a sudden major disturbance (such as a loss of a generating unit), inertia is one of the most important parameters determining the depth of the frequency dip, and has already been shown to be one of the main limiting factors for renewables penetration [2] , [4] . Determining the real-life values of system-wide diffusion D and load reversal time τ p would require observation of the total load fluctuations over the extended period of time, and subsequent statistical analysis. According to (15) the values of both parameters can not be obtained from the data on the system frequency only. However, the product D · τ p can be inferred from the measurements of frequency distribution. In the rest of the paper we will assume the value of load mean reversal time τ p = 30 s as a base value (unless otherwise is specified). For the load diffusion coefficient we will use D = 6 · 10
which provides the value of RMS frequency deviation close to that obtained from the real-life GB system data [24] . We will also assume that the aggregate value of inverse droop provided by generators to be α g = 11 (this value for GB system is taken from [35] ) and assume the load sensitivity to frequency to be 1.5 p.u., which yields a total inverse system droop of α = α g + α L = 12.5. The base values of the parameters used are summarized in Table I .
B. Secondary Frequency Control
Let us now investigate the role of secondary control on the frequency fluctuations. We assume that secondary control is realized through an integral term, which should be added to the right-hand side of equation (8a). Instead of (8), the system of dynamic equations becomes:
where K i is the secondary control parameter with a typical value around ∼ 0.05 s −1 [36] . The corresponding probability density function F(u, p, θ) is now a function of three variables and has a Gaussian form of (6). Using (5), (17) , and (7) one can find the corresponding covariance matrix. After integration over p and θ, similar to (12), the corresponding frequency probability density function F (u) can be obtained. It has the same form as (14) with the following value of standard deviation σ:
As in the previous case, inertia can be neglected in the denominator of (18) since for realistic scenarios it is always H ατ p . In order to evaluate the role of the secondary control one must compare the second and the third terms in the denominator of (18) .
The combination α/K i can be understood as an effective secondary control timescale τ s . For α ∼ 10-20 and K i = 0.05 s −1 one has the following estimation:
If the mean load reversal time τ p is much less than α/K i then one can neglect the K i term in the denominator of (18) ; in this case, secondary control does not significantly affect the frequency distribution. The physical meaning of τ p α/K i is that the load fluctuations change sign well before the secondary control starts to give large enough control signals to generators. The estimation (19) is confirmed by real-life data from [33] , where the maximum duration of a number of frequency deviation events was just under 10 minutes.
The opposite limit, when the load mean reversal time is much bigger than the secondary control effective time, i.e. τ p α/K i , one can rewrite the expression (18) in the same form as (15), with τ s instead of τ p :
In either case inertia does not significantly affect the frequency distribution as long as condition H ατ p is satisfied.
C. Turbine Time Constant
Let us now consider the effects of finite turbine time constants on the frequency distribution. We consider a system with a single turbine section having the time constant τ T . Dynamic equations for this system have the form:
where p m is the mechanical power supplied by the turbine. Similarly to the previous subsection, one can find the PDF for u, p and p m -F(u, p, p m ). After integration over p and p m the PDF for frequency F (u) with the following standard deviation σ can be found:
Typical values for turbine time-constants are from sub-second to several seconds [1] , [36] , which is significantly less than the load mean reversal time τ p . Under these conditions one would expect the turbine to have little effect on frequency distribution function. Indeed, under the conditions of τ T τ p and ατ 2 T Hτ p turbine time-constant has a limited influence on the frequency deviation. Fig. 3 gives the frequency standard deviation (in millihertz) as a function of turbine time-constant for different values of droop and inertia. Three curves in each group correspond to three values of inertia -3 s, 4.5 s, and Fig. 3 we infer, that the presence of turbine time delay makes the RMS frequency deviation more sensitive to inertia, especially if the inertia itself is small. Specifically, for the value τ T = 3 s we find the sensitivity ν h = −1.33 mHz for H = 6 s and ν h = −8.98 mHz for H = 2 s. We can claim that the sensitivity of the RMS frequency deviation to system inertia is weak, except in the case of very low inertia. We also note, that this sensitivity depend strongly on the load mean reversal time τ p (for which we used a rather modest value of 30 s), and becomes even smaller with the increase of this parameter.
D. Governor Deadbands
In this section we study the effect of deadbands on the frequency PDF. In the presence of governor deadbands the loadfrequency response function -denoted here as K(u) -is no longer linear in u, i.e. K(u) = −αu. In this subsection we consider the Type 2 deadband from [37] where the turbine output is offset by the deadband width. This corresponds to the following value of the response function K(u): (23) where u db is a per unit deadband -we assume it to be ±15 mHz = 0.0003 p.u. [38] . Here α g = 11 p.u. is the generators aggregate inverse droop and α L = 1.5 p.u. is the load sensitivity coefficient respectively (see Table I ). The overall inverse droop is thus α = α L + α g = 12.5 p.u. The response function (23) is shown in the Fig. 4 .
The system of dynamic equations corresponding to powerfrequency response (23) can no longer be fully linearized to the form of (5); consequently the corresponding Fokker-Plank equation is also non-linear and formulas (6) and (7) can not be used. However, as was established in the previous subsections, the influence of both secondary frequency control and turbine dynamics on the frequency PDF is small. Therefore, we can consider a 2-dimensional system similar to (8) with power frequency response K(u) neglecting the secondary control and turbine dynamics altogether:
The Fokker-Planck equation corresponding to this dynamic system is:
It is also non-linear due to the presence of the K(u)-term, and can not be solved analytically. To numerically solve equation (25) we employ the finite element method with static mesh refinement, which enhances the resolution in the region around the deadband -the simulation code has been posted online. 1 The contour plot of the PDF for deviations of power and frequency -solution of Fokker-Planck equation (24) is shown in Fig. 5 , system parameters are given in Table I . The distribution is bi-modal and frequency tends to spend most of the time outside the deadbands. Such a bi-modal distribution is fully consistent with experimentally observed data from a number or real-life systems: Great Britain [24] (also given by Fig. 2) , Ireland [16] , and Texas [39] . However, we note that the frequency distribution of the continental Europe power is uni-modal [40] , [41] . One of the reasons for this could be the requirement for zero intentional deadband [38] . The size of the European grid with it's multiple zones can also contribute to "smoothing" the deadband region since every zone can have it's own frequency response settings. A practically important question related to frequency control is the influence of deadband width and inertia on the PDF frequency deviations. It is reasonable to assume that as inertia decreases, the amplitude of frequency deviations due to stochastic load fluctuations will increase. Does that mean that the deadbands should be increased in response, to reduce the wear-and-tear of the generator equipment? One of the main arguments related to this is that the choice of deadband significantly affects generator's participation in primary responsethe so-called governor movement [39] . It was initially assumed that with the narrowing of the deadbands, generators will spend significantly more time in the outer region, thus being under moving governor conditions as opposed to constant power output. In fact, this assumption is not correct as can be seen from Fig. 7 where the frequency deviations PDF is given for systems with two different deadband sizes -±15 mHz and ±36 mHz. As can be seen, frequency tends to spend most of the time outside of the deadband, irrespective of its width. For the particular example of Fig. 7 numerical evaluation over the corresponding PDFs gives the result that the system is outside of the deadbands about ≈ 89% of time for the deadband of ±15 mHz, and about ≈ 81% of time -for the deadband of ±36 mHz. These results are in excellent agreement with the experimental data from ER-COT power system [39] , where the simultaneous reduction of deadbands over the whole system from ±36 mHz to ±17 mHz lead to just 5% increase in generator movement for each unit. Another important conclusion that can be drawn from observing the PDFs in Fig. 7 is that system inertia plays very little role, which is a consequence of the fact that H ατ p and is in full agreement with what was established in Subsection III.
An approximate interpretation of the distribution from product Dτ p is the same for both cases). Case 3 has the lower value of inverse droop α = 9.2 which can be interpreted as 30% additional renewable penetration and retirement of the corresponding amount of conventional generation, so that the aggregated primary frequency response becomes weaker. Inertia is assumed to be H = 6 s for all three cases.
IV. NUMERICAL EVALUATION

A. Linearized Model
Efficient solution of Fokker-Planck equation, described in details in the previous section, is only possible for simplified models with just few degrees of freedom. Neglecting governor deadbands yields linear equations, and closed-form analytic solutions as given by equations (14) , (18) and (22) can be obtained. The advantage of these analytic expressions is that they explicitly show the dependence of frequency deviations on every system parameter. Neglecting secondary control and turbine dynamics for a nonlinear system with deadbands allows one to obtain a tractable two-dimensional Fokker-Plank equation (25) even for nonlinear frequency response function, for which the solution was presented in the Section III-D. In this subsection we present the results of direct time-domain numerical simulations over the linearized one-bus model with non-linear frequency response to validate our previous findings. A full nonlinear model will be considered in the next subsection.
As was said, in this subsection we consider the single-bus approximation [27] , however, with a full set of dynamic variables, including secondary frequency control, governor deadbands, and turbine dynamics:
The base values of power system parameters in (26) are taken from the Table I, unless otherwise specified. Simulations are run for 5 · 10 5 s with the time step of 0.01 s. All simulations in this (26) with parameters taken from Table I and two values of inertia time-constant: H = 6 s-red, H = 2 s-green.
subsection were run on Wolfram Mathematica software using the ItoProcess module. (26) for two values of the inertia time-constant -H = 6 s and H = 2 s with the remaining parameters as shown in Table I . We can observe that inertia has a limited effect on the distribution of frequency deviations -lowering inertia threefold only leads to an increase of the RMS frequency deviation from σ = 63 mHz for H = 6 s to σ = 67 mHz for H = 2. Thus, the presence of deadbands makes the frequency deviations less sensitive to inertia, compared to the case of Subsection III-C. We also note that the presence of a finite turbine time-constant increases the probability of the frequency being within the deadband region when compared to Fig. 7 . In fact, the result of Fig. 8 is in good agreement with real-life data from Great Britain system shown in Fig. 2 . It should be noted that the frequency PDF for the Great Britain system is not symmetric, contrary to those obtained through the models in this paper. This is most likely a consequence of the fact that primary reserve is procured separately for low and high frequency events, through services called primary and high frequency response respectively. Mathematically this is equivalent to different slopes of aggregate droop for positive and negative frequency deviations. Fig. 9 illustrates the effect of deadband width, presenting the results of stochastic simulations over the model (26) for two systems with different values of deadband width -±15 mHz and ±36 mHz respectively (with the rest of parameters taken from Table I ). These results are in agreement with the Fig. 7 confirming the fact that frequency tends to spend most of the time outside the deadbands irrespective of the deadband width. Finally, Fig. 10 shows the frequency distribution for systems with Type 1 and Type 2 deadband realization (according to [37] ). Throughout the manuscript we have been using the Type 2 deadband (also shown by Fig. 4) where the frequency response is offset by the deadband. The Type 1 deadband realizes fully liner frequency response with abrupt changes of power output at both ends of the deadband. Since the effective inverse droop of Fig. 9 . Frequency PDF for two systems with different deadband width: green color-deadband ±36 mHz, red color-deadband ±15 mHZ. Fig. 10 . Frequency PDF for two systems with different types of deadband realization (according to [37] , Appendix B). Green color-Type 1 deadband, red color-Type 2 deadband (same as in Fig. 4) . the Type 1 is bigger (provided the droop settings are the same for both types), the frequency deviations are smaller. However, there are concerns about sudden turbine movements at the deadband boundaries for this case [39] .
B. Full Model
Let us now verify the findings of the manuscript on a fullscale nonlinear model. As a case study we use a system shown in Fig. 11 which is a modified two-area 14 bus system from [36] . Unlike the simplified model described in the previous subsection, in this case the full non-linear power flows, sub-transient generator dynamics, and governor dynamics are included within the simulation. The simulations were carried out using the Matlab Power Systems Toolbox (PST) [42] , which is a standard tool for power system dynamic simulations. The standard PST functions were modified to allow the droop response shown in Fig. 4 , including the load response and a generator response with deadband. The secondary control term was implemented using a trapezoidal approximation, without a deadband.
In simulations of this subsection we use the same aggregate parameters as before, given in Table I . We consider two different cases: first -with uniform parameters of generators and loads, second -with varied parameters keeping the aggregate values same in both cases. The parameters of generators and loads for the second case are given in the Tables II and III respectively. Fig. 12 shows the frequency PDFs for these two cases. Both histograms show good agreement with the prediction given by the Fokker-Plank equation. The mean absolute percentage error between the two distributions is 0.15%, illustrating the minimal difference between the two cases, suggesting that the single area approximation is acceptable for studying the frequency distribution. Both cases correspond to a 67 mHz RMS frequency deviation which is very close to 63 mHz given by linear model (26) with the same parameters. Fig. 13 illustrates the influence of inertia value on the frequency PDF for the full nonlinear model. We note, that in this case the effect is even smaller, than the simplified linear model gives -lowering inertia from H = 6 s to H = 2 s changed the RMS frequency deviation by less than 1 mHz.
Let us now consider the effect of the system loading level on the frequency PDF. We use the actual equilibrium loading level as a base power. Assuming that the relative load fluctuations magnitude is independent of the loading level, all the values for τ p and D stay unchanged in per unit. However, the inverse droop is proportional to the generator rating rather than the equilibrium loading level (used as a base power), therefore, a reduction in the latter effectively corresponds to an increase in the per unit droop response, unless generating units are being brought off-line in response to load decrease, thus reducing the aggregate response. Similarly, since inertia time constant H is related to base power, reducing the loading level also results in an increase in total system inertia. The impact of changing the loading level on the frequency PDF is shown by Fig. 14, with histograms of the loading levels of 100% and 70%. The lower loading results in a narrower histogram, and leads to smaller RMS frequency deviation (51 mHz vs 67 mHz). However, as was mentioned before, this is only true under the assumption that all the generating units stay online with the same droop settings despite the reduction in overall loading level.
V. CONCLUSION
We have studied the power system frequency distribution in the presence of ambient load fluctuations. We considered the effects of different system parameters on the standard deviation of frequency; the following results can be summarized: 1) Role of inertia and turbine time constant: Under the assumption (confirmed by real-life data) that the mean load reversal time τ p is at least few decades of seconds, both inertia and turbine time constants have minimal impact on the frequency standard deviation. This is in contrast to the case of frequency response to major contingencies, where exactly these two parameters are of crucial importance because they determine the size of the transient frequency dip. On the one hand, this suggests that reduced system inertia will not cause the increase of the RMS frequency deviation on it's own. However, inertia can be related to some other important parameters, such as aggregate droop. In this case there could be the correlation between the decrease of inertia and the increase of the frequency fluctuations (see discussion on renewables below). Another important conclusion is that procuring synthetic inertia will not help improving the RMS frequency deviation and some other measures have to be taken. 2) Role of governor deadbands: The width of governor deadbands has a major effect on the frequency distribution. Frequency tends to spend most of the time outside the deadband region, regardless of its width. This suggests that there does not exist any "optimal" deadband size, that could substantially reduce wear-and-tear of generator equipment due to its movement. The presence of deadbands results in a bi-modal frequency distribution, which is in excellent agreement with real-life frequency data from a number of systems [16] , [24] , [39] . 3) Role of aggregated droop: The aggregate system droop is the major parameter determining the standard frequency deviation (eq. (15)). Increasing renewable penetration, and the corresponding displacement of conventional generators, can lead to a reduction in the aggregate system inverse droop α, which will, correspondingly, cause larger frequency deviations. One of the ways to deal with the problem is to increase the inverse droop coefficients of the remaining generators; however, this could be limited by stability considerations. Use of energy storage for frequency control could be a solution, since storage can potentially provide almost deadband-less and delay-less frequency response [34] . 4) Role of renewables penetration: Renewable generation can bring a number of simultaneous effects to power system. Reduction of the system inertia is usually cited as the major one, however, renewable generation could also increase the effective load diffusion coefficient D, as well as decreasing the system-wide inverse droop due to some conventional generation being brought offline and assuming renewable generators do not participate in frequency response. Overall, the increased penetration of renewable sources can lead to substantial increase of the RMS frequency deviation. According to our results this problem can not be resolved by procuring synthetic inertia. The latter can greatly improve the system transient response following major contingencies, but will have minimal effect on the ambient frequency fluctuations, so that some additional measures have to be taken. Demanding renewables participation in frequency response on a continuous basis could be one of such measures.
